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Here we develop and apply a Variational Thermodynamic (VT) methodology to produce a
comprehensive theory of the capacitance – voltage (C-V) characteristics of a single-gated multicomponent device. Our approach consists of minimizing the Helmholtz Free Energy ( F ) [1] of the device
by expressing F in terms of the internal electrical potentials which develop in response to the application
of external sources at its terminals [2-3]. Our VT approach avoids complications in Finite Element (FE)
analysis due to the highly non-linear source term given by mobile charge generation. Another attractive
aspect of our method is that edge effects, internal discontinuities, fringe fields, etc., are easily handled
using perturbation methods.
In order to exercise our methodology, we have applied it to a real Trench Insulated Gate Bipolar
Transistor (TIGBT), the cross-section of which is shown in Fig.1. Figure 2 presents the entire VT
methodology flow for the device. First, we evaluate F using charge statistics and potential trial functions

ˆ shown in Fig. 3 for each active region of the device. Next, we determine the relaxation distances (‘w’s)

of the potential as a function of the interface potentials (‘ϕS’s) shown in Fig. 4. Then, the ‘ϕS’s are
determined as functions of the gate voltage, VG shown in Fig. 5 [4]. Our model accommodates either
Boltzmann or Fermi-Dirac statistics for mobile charges. The series combination of the oxide and
individual junction capacitances for the P-base and N- -drift region predicted by our model are shown in
Fig. 6. Finally, the model CGE is constructed by adding these series combinations in parallel. We have
measured a real TIGBT, IXGH50N0B4, using Keithley Model 4200 Semiconductor Characterization
System. In Fig. 7, we compare our model CGE with the measured gate-to-emitter C-V characteristics. Our
model matches well with the experiment. Figure 8 consists plots of i) gate potential, VG vs. interface
potential, ϕSP (open triangle) and ii) relaxation distance, wsp vs. ϕSP (open circle) for P-base region. These
overlaid plots are used to determine the threshold voltage (Vth) of the device to be 4V, which is within the
range of Vth specified in the device datasheet [www.ixys.com].
In this paper, we have proposed and developed a novel physics-based methodology to treat the
electrostatic behavior of a multi-region silicon device in which mobile charges are significantly – even
dominantly – present. Our model shows that mobile charges, acting as entropy, consume energy from the
gate without changing the state of the device. This verifies that the TIGBT is indeed an entropy-producing
heat engine. An attractive application of our VT methodology would be in the area of modeling
semiconductor device characteristics to predict their behavior with sufficient fidelity to justify delaying
commitment to silicon and further the total development process in terms of optimizing dimensions,
doping levels, etc. We believe that our model has sufficient conciseness that it can play a useful role in
automated design optimization schemes leading toward development of future generation TIGBTs.
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Figure 1: The cross section of a 600V
Trench-Gated IGBT structure.

Figure 2: VT Methodology flow for obtaining MOS
capacitances.

Figure 3: Potential trial functions in P-base,
N--drift regions, oxide and trench gate.

Figure 4: Relaxation distance, w vs. Interface potential
ϕS for P-base (red) and N--drift (green) regions.

Figure 5: Interface potential, ϕS vs. gate potential
VG for P-base (red), and N--drift (green) regions.

Figure 7: Measured gate-to-emitter
capacitance (blue) and our model (red).

Figure 6: Junction capacitance, Cj in series with
oxide capacitance vs. interface potential, for
P-base (red) and N--drift (green) regions.

Figure 8: Determination of TIGBT threshold voltage,
Vth using the overlaid plots of i) gate potential, VG vs.
P-base interface potential, ϕSP from Fig. 5 and ii)
P-base w p vs. interface potential, ϕSP from Fig. 4.

